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ROSTEK LADDER SYSTEMS 

Rostek Ladders are always built according to customer needs and the design is optimized for that 

environment. Well-designed ladders provide easy access to facades and roofs without disturbing the 

operations in the building or compromising the architecture. There are mainly four types of ladders: 

inclined, vertical, box ladders and mast climbers. 
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Inclined ladders  

 

  

MATERIALS Aluminium, HDG Steel 

COLOUR Anodised Aluminium, HDG Steel or RAL Colour 

POWER SUPPLY Manual or Electric 3 phase, 400V/50Hz 

DESCRIPTION Maintaining and cleaning glass roofs can be a difficult job. The glass roof is 
mostly not strong enough to support people on top of it, the roof is very 
slippery especially when wet and it can easily get scratched. Therefore, a 
working platform on top of the roof is needed.  Inclined ladders always have 
proper steps rather than small rungs. The ladder is travelling on top of 
aluminium tracks, so it can be easily moved over the glass roof. Cleaning the 
glass roof will become easy, safe and efficient. 
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Vertical Ladders  

 

   

MATERIALS Aluminium, HDG Steel 

COLOUR Anodised Aluminium, HDG Steel or RAL Colour  

POWER SUPPLY Manual or Electric drive 3 phase, 400V/50Hz 

DESCRIPTION The ladder moves easily and safely along the track, even if there is a person on the 
ladder. The ladder can be moved with a manual, rope driven or motorized trolley. In 
order to safely reach the facade, the ladders usually have foldable platforms to work 
from. A fall arrest safety system is always needed. For best efficiency, the ladders 
should not be used for too high facades. Climbing up and down the ladder takes 
time and is tiring for the people cleaning the facade. The recommended maximum 
height for vertical maintenance ladders used for facade access is around 12 meters. 
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Box Ladders 

  

MATERIALS Aluminium, HDG Steel 

COLOUR Anodised Aluminium, HDG Steel or RAL Colour 

POWER SUPPLY Manual or Electric drive 3 phase, 400V/50Hz 

DESCRIPTION The box ladder is the biggest version of a permanently installed maintenance 
ladder. The main benefit of a box ladder compared to normal vertical ladders 
is that it provides a bigger and safer working space for cleaning and 
maintenance of windows and other facades. One of the most used places for 
a box ladders are flight control towers, for safe access to the “negatively” 
inclined facades. Another use for a box ladder is if there are different heights 
of a facade on one building. The box ladder can have a telescopic top part to 
reach the higher parts. 
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Mast Climbers 

 

 

 

 

  

MATERIALS Aluminium, HDG Steel 

COLOUR Anodised Aluminium, HDG Steel or RAL Colour  

POWER SUPPLY Electric drive 3 phase, 400V/50Hz 

DESCRIPTION The mast climber is exactly as it sounds like. There is a horizontally moving 
mast on a facade with climbing platform attached to it. The mast climber is 
different from the other ladders and it can be argued if it is a ladder at all. 
Compared to a box ladder the mast climber is less visible as the platform can 
be stored away and only the small mast is left visible. Also for the people 
cleaning and maintaining the windows it is better as there is no need to climb, 
the platform is motorized and moves without any extra effort. 
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The ladder can also be specially designed for different purposes. This ladder system is curved and 

has a vertical telescopic extension downwards to reach the bottom of a sphere. 
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